CASE STUDY
LINGU.NO

ABOUT

Lingu is a leading language training
provider and Edtech-company in
Norway. It offers its customers –
students, companies, and schools –
unique learning experiences.
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Lingu has its time-tested business model in
language training in the Norwegian market,
serving consumers, businesses, and
governments.
The growth doesn’t stop., The company
invests heavily into education technology to
make training services more scalable, and
language learning more ﬂexible and fun.
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TECHNOLOGIES USED

FULL STACK DEVELOPMENT

RUBY

RAILS

POSTGRESS

GRAPE

WEBSOCKETS

RSPEC

REACT

REDUX

TYPESCRIPT

REDUXTOOLKIT

AXIOS
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REDIS

CHALLENGE

DELIVER SEVERAL PRODUCTS
IN THE SHORT TERM
When our paths crossed, Lingu had a small team of two
engineers working on the product. They have recently
raised a new round of investments and needed to provide
the results within 6 months.
During that time, they had to deliver several products.

To meet the deadlines, Lingu had to
extend the team fast and swiftly onboard
experienced developers.

SOLUTION

DELIVERED

In just three days, we onboarded

Seeing the success with the ﬁrst

We have successfully hunted a PM

the ﬁrst candidate to the project.

candidate, the client opened

for the project, who worked with

The requirements for this position

four more positions and we provided

designers, developers, QAs. He

were special: Frontend, React JS,

four more engineers: two within the

allowed the CEO to focus on the

experience with niche libraries like

ﬁrst month, and two more within the

product marketing.

Three.js, D3.js.

second month of our cooperation.

Two critical conditions in the negotiations were the hiring speed and the budget
limit that our customer offered for the mentioned specialists. Our extensive
expertise in Dedicated Teams setup helped us to react promptly, adjusting to the
customer’s business goals.

RESULTS

SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED

We provided the free-ofcharge consultation
regarding high-level
architecture and guided the
architecture phase.

Our team helped the
client to meet the
deadline with his MVP
and successfully launched
the product.

The MVP covered several
platforms. Our engineers
showed the highest
possible performance
level and kept the
development ﬂow steady
and ﬂawless.

OUR CONTACTS

FEEL FREE TO CONNECT
pavlo.baranchuk@dewais.com
+38(063)1620405
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